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The Ripose Technique (predicated plan - part 1)

Before I continue I would like to recap on what a problem is. By a definition a problem is 'A state
of difficulty that needs to be resolved'.

All problems have 3 sources of difficulty/confusion, namely their:
• Ontology - Meaning - Qualify
• Taxonomy – Arrangement - Quantify
• Choreography - Rules – Justify

Hence a problem is a state of difficulty that can subdivided into 3 types, namely a:
• Complex evolving
• Complex static
• Simple static

Complex evolving problem
A problem can be classified as a complex evolving problem if two or all of the above sources are
missing or misunderstood.

For example the words ‘business objectives’ is a such a problem as the meaning is not very clear (a
search engine reveals over 183 million reference to these words and a dictionary may not be able
to give a precise definition of the term); the structure (taxonomy) of business objectives is
haphazard (is a goal the same as an aim, objective, purpose, performance indicator? Or is an
objective made up of a purpose and some other terms?). Hence these two areas of confusion leads
me to conclude that ‘business objectives’ is a complex evolving problem and has to be resolved
before moving on to the next problem.

Complex static problem
A problem can be classified as a complex static problem if only 1 of the above sources is missing
or misunderstood.

For example the word ‘goal’ is such a problem as the structure of the word is still unclear. Some
may not be too sure of the ontology as well which would then cause this word to shift back to
being a complex evolving problem. Either way a complex problem exists and has to be resolved
before moving on to the next problem.

Simple static problem
A problem can be classified as a simple static problem if all the above sources are understood.

For example the word ‘purpose’ should be well classified in all departments, hence the only
remaining problem is to declare what the ‘purpose’ of the enterprise is. If however the taxonomy
of the word ‘purpose’ is not fully understood, then we are back to trying to solve a complex static
problem and it is unlikely that any meaningful ‘purpose statement’ will emerge.



Where do we go from here?

The first step to resolving any problem is to have a good guide and a guide book. Knowing where
you are, where you want to be and how to get there is the sole purpose of having a guide (in the
business sense this is the role of the interpreter) and a guide book (a framework).

For the rest of this ready reckoner I will be using the Ripose Technique as the framework and the
information architect as the guide.

It has taken me over 2 decades of study (to seek out the many ways to analyse a business problem),
experimentation (to test a chosen approach) and development to arrive at the point where I can
offer an efficient, effective, ethical and easeful framework that will seamlessly integrate all phases
of the system development lifecycle steps.

Should you decide against using the Ripose technique, then all I can offer you is the article I wrote
showing the comparison between the Ripose Technique and some 20 other frameworks, and to
wish you the very best of luck with trying to bridge the gap between your business requirements
and the solutions your information technology experts will deliver.

Roadmap to your UVP and WVP using the Ripose Technique

The first definitive deliverable that any C-type operative need is having their unique value
proposition (UVP) fully defined as well as uncovering their weakest value proposition (WVP).

The Ripose Technique can deliver this rapidly; however there are a few preliminary preparations
that need to be undertaken before these can be discovered. This is not dissimilar to planning a
vacation, where you may need to go shopping for luggage or clothing etc., or planning a meal.
Before you can enjoy the fruits of your labour, you have to prepare.

Just keep in mind that you are trying to solve a complex evolving problem. Remember the old
adage which goes something like this ‘When you're up to your neck in alligators, it's easy to forget
that the initial objective was to drain the swamp’.

Note that you can stop at any time. If you do decide to take another course, I wish you all the best
with your journey.

Pre Sessions:
Getting to know you. Total maximum time: 7 hrs

This step should be taken individually as each person is different and will approach relating to
others very differently. However, the end goal of this activity is the same for all.

Who What Where How Why When Next step

Imagination Get to know yourself 1-2 hrs Attitude

Attitude Are you ready? 1-2 hrs Understanding
Understanding Reduce the effects of

the 5 bias cards
1-2 hrs Information

All C-
types

Prysms Internet

Information Learn about benefits
and values

10
mins

iCaspar

Stop

Notes:
1) Prysms uses cookies and hence cannot be relied on to retain your answers permanently. You can
bookmark the Understanding page once you get there for future use.
2) If you have any difficulties you can always email me at charles.richter@ripose.com, phone me,
use Skype, Whatsapp or Teamviewer

http://www.ripose.org/prysms


End of part 1

Thank you for your attention.

In part 2 of the ready reckoner I will introduce you to the iCaspar (internet computer assisted
strategic planning and reasoning) engine, which you enable the C-types (with or without the aid of
the interpreter – the information architect) to identify their UVP and WVP in something like 15
hours.
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